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Foreword

The Danish Government has initiated extensive educational reforms aimed at ensuring Denmark’s continued growth and prosperity in the years to come.

The reforms shall ensure improved quality and cohesion in education and training – from preschool to higher education and in adult education and continuing training. The aim is to create a world-class education system and have everyone participate in lifelong learning. It shall help develop Denmark as a leading knowledge society in a globalised world.

Excellent development and learning opportunities for children, young people and adults shall strengthen personal development, employment and active participation in society of the individual. Everyone shall be challenged in a learning process that develops inventiveness and pleasure in being able to improve oneself continuously. This is crucial for raising the level of education and strengthening competitiveness and cohesion in Danish society.

Lifelong learning has to be promoted in the many settings in which people acquire new knowledge and gain useful skills. This applies in education, at work, in liberal adult education and in association and leisure activities. This is a shared responsibility for all. This will give us the best prospects of raising the skills and competences in Denmark and of having world-class lifelong learning.

With this report the Government is presenting Denmark’s strategy for lifelong learning and the initiatives and actions prioritised for the future. It is the Government’s contribution to a realisation of the common objectives of the Lisbon strategy.

Bertel Haarder

Minister of Education
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Introduction

In 2004 the European Council endorsed the report *Education and Training 2010 – The success of the Lisbon strategy hinges on urgent reforms*. The message of the report is that extensive educational reforms and targeted investments in lifelong learning are crucial for achieving the common goal that in 2010 the European Union shall be “the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world, capable of sustainable economic growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion”.

At the same time the European Council called upon Member States to develop coherent national strategies for lifelong learning by 2006 as an important contribution to achieving the ambitious target.

This report presents Denmark’s strategy for lifelong learning. The strategy covers the development of all forms of education, learning and lifelong skills upgrading for all – in the education system, in adult education and continuing training, at work and in the many other settings in which people learn and develop their knowledge, skills and competences.

The national strategy for lifelong learning is mainly based on the Government’s globalisation strategy *Fremskridt, fornyelse og udvikling – Strategi for Danmark i den globale økonom* (“Progress, renewal and development – Strategy for Denmark in the global economy”) published in the spring of 2006. The overall aim of the globalisation strategy is to make Denmark a leading knowledge society with strong competitiveness and strong cohesion. Education, lifelong skills upgrading, research and innovation at the highest international level are crucial for achieving this aim.

The broad political agreement on future welfare policy and the agreement on the implementation of the globalisation fund in 2006 have established the goals and framework for a long-term, coherent development of
human resources in Denmark. Extensive investment in the education system and strengthened efforts in the area of adult education and continuing training will contribute to an overall enhancement of education and skills for everyone in the Danish society.

The implementation of Denmark’s strategy for education and lifelong skills upgrading is based on all the relevant players taking co-responsibility. The Government and the social partners – employers’ and employees’ organisations – agree that it is a shared responsibility to ensure lifelong skills upgrading for everyone in the labour market.

The strategy for education and lifelong skills upgrading shall contribute to future-proofing Denmark. At the same time, it is a contribution towards the realisation of the common European objectives of education and lifelong learning and the development of strategies and instruments for lifelong learning in the European Union.
Global challenges

In an increasingly globalised economy Denmark’s competitiveness and cohesion are preconditions for a regeneration of the welfare state. Globalisation creates a more open world which provides opportunities to increase prosperity and to create better jobs. At the same time globalisation is accompanied by a process of increased integration which links the economies of countries closer together through increased trade, cooperation, investment and movement of labour across national borders. This applies both in Europe and in relation to the world at large.

The knowledge, inventiveness and work efforts of people, together with our ability to continuously develop, produce and sell new goods and services, are key to exploiting the opportunities presented by globalisation and technological development.

Denmark has, by international standards, a strong point of departure in terms of high employment, low unemployment, relatively equitable income distribution and a generally high level of education. At the same time, the Danish labour market is very flexible and international studies point to the fact that Denmark is among the countries with the highest level of competitiveness and is one of the countries which invests the most in the development of human resources. Moreover, the Danish society is based on shared fundamental democratic values and a historic tradition of change through dialogue and cooperation.

Globalisation and technological development present a number of significant challenges. For Denmark, as indeed for European countries and other OECD countries, a well-qualified labour force is crucial to ensuring competitiveness and prosperity. This means that the demands on the general and vocational skills of the labour force will grow, while demand
for low-skilled labour will decline in the years to come. Continued growth in the economy is also dependent on increasing the labour force. Everyone is needed in the labour market. This includes those who currently have difficulty keeping a foothold in the labour market. Besides, the labour force is ageing, and the new intake into the labour market is smaller than the expected attrition. This too presents a challenge.

The skills of the labour force must therefore be increased at all levels. More people must have a qualifying education, and more people need to go through the education system and pass faster out into the labour market. Moreover, there is need for a significant increase in adult education and a continuing training, not least in order to raise the level of those with the lowest level of education and training.

In order for Denmark to become a leading knowledge society and maintain its position as one of the wealthiest countries in the world, Denmark must have world-class education, and everyone must have good opportunities and the desire to acquire new knowledge and useful qualifications and competences throughout their lives.

**Education for all – Denmark’s globalisation strategy**

It is the Government’s aim that Denmark shall be among the most attractive countries in the world to live and work in – also 10 and 20 years from now – a country where everyone has the best opportunities to unfold their abilities and create prosperity for themselves and for others.

In the spring of 2006, in response to the challenges of globalisation, the Government presented an overall strategy for the future-proofing of the Danish society. The strategy is based on the results of the work of “Globaliseringsrådet” (the “Globalisation Council”) and “Trepartsudvalget om livslang opkvalificering og uddannelse for alle på arbejdsmarkedet” (the “Tripartite Committee on lifelong skills upgrading and education and training for all in the labour market”) both set up by the Government.
The national globalisation strategy, *Fremgang, fornyelse og tryghed - Strategi for Danmark i den globale økonomi* (“Progress, innovation and cohesion – Strategy for Denmark in the global economy”), comprises 350 specific initiatives aiming at extensive reforms of education and research programmes and substantial improvements in the framework for growth and innovation in all areas of Danish society.

The Government’s globalisation strategy focuses in particular on training and lifelong skills upgrading. A high level of educational attainment and good opportunities for lifelong learning are among the most important preconditions for strong competitiveness and for everyone to be able to actively participate in the labour market and in society.

It is the Government’s aim that Denmark shall have world-class education and that everyone shall participate in lifelong learning.

**The overall aims of the educational reforms are that**
- All children shall have a good start in school.
- All children shall achieve good academic knowledge and personal skills.
- 95 per cent of all young people shall complete a general or vocational upper secondary education by 2015.
- 50 per cent of all young people shall complete a higher education programme by 2015.
- Everyone shall engage in lifelong learning.

With the political *Agreement on future prosperity and welfare and investments in the future* between a majority of the parties in the Folketing (Danish Parliament) the Government has created the basis for structural reforms to ensure future prosperity and welfare and investment in the future. A further DKK 15 billion have been set aside over a six-year period for new long-term investments in education and lifelong skills upgrading until year 2012 as an increased contribution to achieving the set targets.
In the spring of 2006 the Government and the social partners drew up a joint final document on lifelong education and skills upgrading for everyone in the labour market. The Government and the social partners agree on the need to enhance skills and to strengthen adult education and continuing training. This is a shared responsibility for employers, employees and the public authorities.

**Objectives for lifelong learning**

It is the Government’s aim that lifelong learning shall be promoted in all parts of society and in all areas in which the knowledge, skills and competences of people are developed and put to use. This applies at all levels and in all parts of the education system, in adult education and continuing training, in the workplace, through liberal adult education and in association and leisure activities etc. It is a shared responsibility for everyone.

The Government’s strategy for education and lifelong skills upgrading, which covers all forms of education and learning, shall support and promote individual personal development, employment, active citizenship and participation in society.

The strategy includes the following objectives:

- A coherent education system from preschool to higher education must provide the opportunity for everyone to acquire excellent basic skills, a qualifying education and a solid foundation for lifelong learning. There must be equal opportunities and room for all.

- Education must be world-class. The education system shall foster talent and be more accommodating to weak learners. Quality is given pride of place, and education must match the needs of the labour market and the society.
There must be relevant, high quality adult education and continuing training for everyone in the labour market which matches the needs and puts particular emphasis on the need for lifelong skills upgrading for those with the lowest level of education. There is a shared responsibility to ensure that everyone in the labour market is engaged in lifelong learning.

Systematic competence development in the workplace should be strengthened in both public and private enterprises. Increased public and private investment in continuing training and competence development for employees shall contribute to improving the skills of individuals and strengthen the development of the enterprises.

Opportunities for guidance and counselling must be improved and help ensure the best possible conditions for pupils, students and adults to choose education programmes and to participate in lifelong learning.

All forms of education and learning should be based on and build on the knowledge, skills and competences of individuals. In adult education and continuing training new and improved opportunities shall be created promoting visibility and recognition of an individual’s prior learning.

Coherent education paths and transparency in the education system are to contribute to targeted education and lifelong skills upgrading and facilitate the best possible use of public resources.

A global perspective must be included in all education programmes contributing to strengthening internationalisation and cooperation with the world around us.
Stronger higher education environments are to be created in order to contribute to higher quality in education and knowledge development, and a better framework and better conditions shall be developed for interaction between educational institutions and enterprises and other relevant players.

In order to fulfil the overall objectives of education and lifelong skills upgrading, the Government has prioritised a number of specific goals and initiatives within the overall education system and in the area of adult education and continuing training.

Lifelong learning is also being supported and promoted through actions and initiatives in a large number of other areas. Among other things, this applies to efforts in the area of employment and integration, business oriented policy initiatives and not least in the area of liberal adult education and in association and cultural activities.

The Government’s strategy for education and lifelong skills upgrading makes new demands and presents new challenges with regard to the future organisation and development of the education system and adult education and continuing training. It makes new demands on educational institutions and enterprises and on the way in which relevant players can all contribute to the further development of a culture of lifelong learning. A particular challenge is to strengthen the interaction between the education sector, working life and the learning which takes place during leisure time.

The implementation of the extensive reforms is based on all relevant players taking co-responsibility and contributing actively. This applies to national authorities, the social partners, educational institutions, enterprises, liberal adult education providers, voluntary organisations and municipal and regional players etc. It is therefore the Government’s aim to strengthen dialogue and partnerships between all players. This is crucial in order to realise Denmark’s strategy for education and lifelong skills upgrading.
A world-class education system

A well-qualified and highly educated workforce plays a crucial role in an increasingly globalised knowledge economy. A well functioning education system based on everyone having excellent and equal opportunities to acquire useful qualifications and competences is thus an important cornerstone of strong competitiveness and a flexible labour market and of an individual’s opportunity to actively participate in society and in the labour market.

It is the Government’s aim that the education system, from preschool to higher education, shall ensure that all young people receive a high-quality education and a solid foundation for engaging in lifelong learning. The education system shall also contribute to promoting a culture of learning which promotes creativity, independence and responsibility.

Facts about the Danish education system

- More than 99 per cent of all children attends preschool class, including 93 per cent of all six-year olds.
- More than 80 per cent of a youth cohort completes an academic or vocational education programme, of which 38 per cent complete a vocational education programme.
- 45 per cent of a youth cohort completes a higher education programme.
- There are no tuition fees for state upper secondary education and higher education, and the State provides educational grants and state-guaranteed loans.
- Total state expenditure on education amounted to DKK 123 billion in 2005, corresponding to 8 per cent of GDP.
The quality of education shall be enhanced at all levels so that it fulfils current and future needs for competences and new knowledge in enterprises, in the labour market and in society. There must be a greater cohesion between the various education pathways and levels so that individuals can obtain qualifications and skills in a flexible way, and all young people shall have an education with a global outlook. The education system must be inclusive so that there is room for everyone – far too many drops out today. In addition, more people have to go faster through education so that the resources are used efficiently.

The Government has laid down the following specific targets and initiatives concerning all levels in the education system – from pre-school to higher education at university level.

**Preschool**

Day-care facilities and preschool class play a very important role in the personal, intellectual and social development of children. A child’s linguistic development has particular importance for the way it copes in education. This applies not least to children of an ethnic background other than Danish. It is therefore important to improve cohesion between day-care facilities and basic school.

It is the Government’s aim that all children shall have a good start in school. This shall be achieved through the following initiatives in particular:

- Language assessment is introduced for all children at the age of three and again at the age of six at the start of the pre-school class so that the education and teaching can be based on the linguistic abilities of the individual.
- Compulsory education is extended from nine to ten years of schooling by making the preschool class an obligatory part of basic school.
- Curricula are prepared in all day-care facilities.
- Subject-based teaching in Danish, especially reading, is introduced in the preschool class.
It is also the Government’s aim to ensure a better transition to basic school by clarifying objectives in legislation regarding child day-care.

**Compulsory basic school**

Excellent basic skills and competences are a vital basis for acquiring new knowledge and skills and engaging in learning throughout life. The Danish Folkeskole (primary and lower-secondary school) has many good qualities and pupils like going to school. However, it is a major challenge that one in six children leave school with insufficient reading skills and that the academic level of the Danish Folkeskole is not quite as high as in other countries with which Denmark usually compares itself.

It is the Government’s aim:

- That all pupils shall have excellent academic skills and knowledge.
- That the Folkeskole shall provide pupils with knowledge and skills, promote creativity and independence and prepare them for further education.
- That the pupils shall be among the best in the world in four basic subject areas: reading, mathematics, science and English, and
- That all young people gain knowledge and skills which provide them with the basis for actively taking part in a globalised world.

Reforms in the Danish Folkeskole include in particular the following initiatives:

- A new clause stating the objectives of the basic compulsory school – that is to prepare for further education – and stressing proficiency and the pupils’ familiarity with Danish culture and history.
- The culture of evaluation is being strengthened through implementation of national tests and personal pupil plans are being introduced.
- The final exams are made obligatory and the number of subjects including exams is being expanded.
The laying down of action plans for basic subjects: reading, mathematics, science and English.

The responsibility of the municipalities is being clarified, including the task to make annual quality reports stating the quality in the basic compulsory schools.

A new teacher training education programme aiming at ensuring better quality and increased opportunities for specialisation and a targeted effort in continuing education of teachers and school managers.


**General and vocational upper secondary education**

Excellent basic qualifications are crucial for everyone to be able to cope in the labour market and to be able to continue learning. The needs for a well-educated labour force will also increase in the coming years. It is therefore crucial that upper secondary education, general as well as vocational, is attractive and challenging and that it offers good opportunities to all young people. This applies not least to vocational education and training, which provide young people with good employment opportunities.

Almost all young people begin an upper secondary education, either a general education programme or a vocational education and training programme. However, too many drop out of the education programme. The proportion who completes upper secondary education is currently around 80 per cent. The dropout rate is particularly high for vocational education and training programmes. There is a need, therefore, for a larger number of young people, especially young people of a different ethnic background, to complete a qualifying upper secondary education providing access to further education or to the labour market. It is important that more young people are guided and motivated to engage in education.
It is the Government’s aim:

- That all young people shall have a qualifying education. At least 85 per cent of all young people shall complete an upper secondary education by 2010, and at least 95 per cent by 2015.
- That upper secondary education shall be attractive and of the highest quality.
- That the general education programmes shall provide pupils with good academic and general skills so that more can complete a higher education programme.
- That vocational education and training programmes shall challenge the most talented pupils and provide them with increased opportunities for further education. At the same time vocational education and training programmes shall provide realistic training opportunities for weak academic learners.

Reforms in upper secondary education include the following initiatives in particular:

- Municipalities shall be responsible for helping to ensure that young people complete a general or vocational upper secondary education through, among other things, better guidance and improved educational provision for weak learners.
- Vocational education and training shall be strengthened through, among other things, continuing training of teachers and better school environments.
- Efforts to increase the number of practical training places in vocational education and training shall be increased in both private and public enterprises through, among other things, a national campaign in cooperation with business and organisations.
- More flexible pathways and education programmes will be introduced in vocational education to meet the needs of all pupils, both the strong and the weak. In this regard the assessment of prior learning is an important and integral tool of vocational education and training.
Vocational education and training will be divided into steps corresponding to the needs of the labour market so that all young people can obtain an education which is suited to their abilities and at the same time providing improved opportunities for access to higher education.

Within the agreement on implementing the globalisation fund DKK 750 million are to be allocated for quality development in vocational education and training for the period 2007-2009 and almost DKK 7 billion to increase the education capacity in upper secondary education until 2012.

**Higher education**

A highly educated labour force plays a central role for innovation and growth and thus for dynamic development in society. Denmark’s future competitiveness and prosperity depend to a large degree on our ability to develop new knowledge and products and to exploit our know-how in the global market place. Denmark shall therefore have world-class education, and it is crucial that more young people acquire a higher education and that they complete their education programmes faster.

Today, 45 per cent of a youth cohort completes a higher education programme. This is less than in many other countries, and far too many drop out. There are also practical barriers to credit transfer which limit the opportunities to build on a previously completed education programme. Therefore, there is a need for greater cohesion in higher education programmes and between vocational education and short cycle higher education programmes. There is also a need for new and more vocational higher education programmes and education at the highest international level which match the needs of the labour market. At the same time, it is crucial that the academic and pedagogical quality of higher education programmes is strengthened.
It is the Government’s aim that:

- At least 50 per cent of a youth cohort shall have a higher education in 2015.
- The quality of short cycle and medium cycle higher education programmes and university education programmes must match the best in the world.
- All higher education programmes shall have a contents which matches the needs of society.
- All young people shall complete an education programme with a global perspective.
- Young people shall be encouraged to begin higher education programmes earlier.
- The education programmes shall be organised so that delays are kept to a minimum.

The Government will in particular take the following initiatives in relation to higher education programmes:

- New profession-oriented and practice-oriented education programmes will be developed.
- All institutions providing medium cycle higher education will be concentrated in a few multi-disciplinary university colleges with academically strong and modern study environments.
- Short cycle higher education programmes will be made more attractive and flexible, they will be targeted towards the needs of the labour market and access to them from vocational education and training will be improved.
- New attractive education programmes will be developed in the areas of science, technology and health.
- Elite master’s education programmes will be established so that the most talented students can be on a par with the best in other countries.
- The quality shall be improved at all levels in higher education through the inclusion of increased continuing training of teaching staff and accreditation of all higher education programmes.
The admission system and the organisation of education programmes shall be changed in order to promote earlier commencement and a faster completion of education programmes.

As part of the implementation of the globalisation funds, more than DKK 4 billion have been allocated up to 2012 for initiatives aiming at enhancing quality and expanding teaching capacity in higher education. This includes DKK 150 million for teacher training for the period 2007-2009 in short and medium cycle higher education and DKK 220 million for new teaching methods and teacher training in long cycle higher education in universities.
The constant changes in the labour market and in society continuously make new demands on the skills and adaptability of individuals. Participation in adult education and continuing training help individuals participate actively in the labour market throughout their lives. The competitiveness of Danish enterprises and the quality of services is largely dependent on investment in continuing training and competence development. An increased effort in adult education and continuing training at all levels, promoting lifelong skills upgrading for all, is therefore necessary for the development of Denmark as a leading knowledge society and plays an important role in the national strategy for lifelong learning.

Denmark is among the countries with the highest level of participation in adult education and continuing training, competence development at work and liberal adult educational activities during leisure time. Both public and private investment in the development of new qualifications and competences are among the highest in Europe. A very substantial part of the overall learning and competence development takes place in connection with work. It is a well-established practice that the social partners, through collective bargaining, enter into agreements concerning the competence development of employees and human resource planning in the enterprises.

The public efforts in adult education and continuing training play an important role in the development of the qualifications and competences of the labour force and provide opportunities for all groups in the labour market and in the population – from the low-skilled to those with higher education.

Publicly funded adult education and continuing training include general adult education, vocational adult education and continuing training up to
and including vocational education and training level (labour market training, basic adult education etc.) as well as a further education system for adults at three tertiary levels. In addition, a number of educational programmes are provided for marginalised target groups.

Facts about adult education and continuing training

→ 60 per cent of the labour force participated in a learning activity in 2004 either in public, private or company programmes.

→ It is estimated that 600,000 persons participated in public general or vocational adult education and training in 2004, corresponding to over 20 per cent of the labour force.

→ Grants are provided by the State and tuition fees are charged for most adult education and continuing training programmes. Educational grants are provided for a number of education programmes.

→ In 2004 expenditure amounted to a total of DKK 5 billion, of which DKK 2.7 billion for educational activities, DKK 1.6 billion for special allowances, with employers contributing DKK 1 billion, and DKK 0.7 billion financed through tuition fees.

→ Total public and private expenditure for adult education and continuing training is estimated at DKK 15 billion in 2004.

* Extent and expenditure relating to liberal adult education, day high schools, evening schools and Danish language teaching for foreigners are not included in the overview.

Goals and actions for adult education and continuing training

It is crucial that more adults in the labour market participate in adult education and continuing training, and that competence development in enterprises is strengthened. This applies regardless of what job a person does. Many, especially the low-skilled, older workers, people with literacy problems and bilinguals either do not participate in adult education and
continuing training at all or do so far less than other groups in the labour market. In addition, many enterprises do not invest enough in systematic competence development of their employees. This applies in particular to small and medium-sized enterprises.

Demand for adult education and continuing training among workers and enterprises must therefore be strengthened. Those with the lowest level of formal education and training, who have the greatest need for and barriers to education, must be motivated. Public and private enterprises must be encouraged to become learning and developing workplaces to a greater degree and to help strengthen the development of human resources.

The Government and the social partners agree that an enhanced effort in adult education and continuing training is a shared responsibility:

- Individuals are responsible for continuously developing their competences and adaptability in the labour market.
- The task of enterprises is to ensure the development of the competences of employees in line with the needs of the enterprise and the requirements of the labour market.
- The role of the social partners is to contribute to the development of the competences of the labour force and of enterprises as places of learning at work.
- The role of the authorities is to provide a good framework, relevant education programmes of high quality and the necessary incentives to ensure that everyone in the labour market has good opportunities to participate in adult education and continuing training.

Based on a close dialogue with the social partners, the Government has laid down the following goals to be promoted in adult education and continuing training:

- Everyone shall engage in lifelong learning.
- Adult education and continuing training efforts must be effective and
They shall support good job opportunities for individuals, good competitiveness in enterprises and high employment and prosperity in society.

» Adult education and continuing training must provide everyone with opportunities to improve competences – not least those with the lowest level of formal education.

» Adult education and continuing training must reflect changes in the qualification requirements and needs of the labour market.

The following actions are to be prioritised:

» Efforts are to be strengthened for all groups in the labour market, from the low-skilled to highly qualified specialists. The aim is an increase in the overall competences of the labour force.

» Greater emphasis must be placed on those with the greatest need – the low-skilled and those with literacy and numeracy problems. The aim is that more people with the lowest level of formal education shall participate in vocational adult education and continuing training.

» Fundamental general skills in the labour force must be strengthened. The aim is that more people, especially those with the lowest level of formal education and marginalised groups, including bilinguals, shall participate in general qualifying education.

» New forms of governance and funding are to be developed. The aim is better utilisation of resources and increased investment in adult education and continuing training.

The fulfilment of the goals for an enhanced effort in adult education and continuing training is based on a close dialogue with the social partners and the development of partnerships between all relevant players at all levels in society.
Key initiatives

The Government’s strategy for the promotion of lifelong learning in adult education and continuing training, which is based on the agreement on future wealth and welfare and investments in the future, as well as the agreement on implementation of the globalisation fund, comprises the following key initiatives:

- Guidance and counselling for employees and enterprises is to be strengthened.
- Better and easier access to recognition of prior learning is to be ensured in all publicly financed adult education and continuing training programmes from basic adult education to diploma (bachelor) level.
- A significant effort to increase participation in literacy and numeracy courses for adults. Provision is to be made more flexible, and the possibilities of combining literacy and numeracy courses with adult vocational training are to be utilised better.
- Better provision for bilinguals who have problems with the Danish language will be developed in Danish language education programmes for foreign adults and in other general and vocational adult education to ensure that they can cope in the labour market and as citizens.
- Adult education and continuing training provision in, for example, labour market training will be made more attractive, targeted and flexible in relation to the needs of individuals and enterprises.
- A better and broader range of qualifying adult education programmes at higher education levels shall be developed in the adult further education system.
- The number of adult apprentices who can obtain a vocational education and training qualification shall be increased through increased State grants.
- Ensuring institutions’ conditions of provision, more flexible tuition fees and a new model for financing special allowances in vocational adult education and continuing training are to be discussed with the social partners and the political parties behind the welfare agreement.
Systematic competence development in small and medium-sized enterprises will be promoted in public as well as private enterprises through, among other things, the development of methods and tools.

Increased public and private investment in adult education and continuing training will be promoted.

The progress of efforts in the area of adult education and continuing training will be monitored through the development of an indicator system.

In order to fulfil the goals and key initiatives the Government has set aside an extra DKK 2 billion over a six year period for the area of adult education and continuing training within the context of a broad political agreement. Of these, DKK 1 billion has been set aside to strengthening vocational adult education and continuing training, subject to the condition that in forthcoming collective bargaining the social partners accept greater financial co-responsibility for an increased effort in the area of adult education and continuing training.

In 2007 the Government will discuss with the social partners as well as with the political parties behind the Welfare Agreement how extra public investment can be used in the light of agreements between the social partners and how adult education and continuing training and competence development in enterprises can be strengthened.
The extensive reforms in education and adult education and continuing training shall help everyone to complete an upper secondary education and more people to receive higher education and to significantly increase participation in adult education and continuing training. Improved guidance and recognition of prior learning, greater cohesion in the education system and the improvement of quality in education will play a particularly important role in achieving these objectives. In the light of this, the Government has placed special emphasis on the following actions:

**Guidance and counselling**

Guidance for young people must be strengthened and professionalised. It is the Government’s aim that guidance at all levels in the education system shall provide young people with an informed basis for choosing an education programme which corresponds to their own desires and abilities and to society’s need for qualified labour. The guidance shall also contribute to strengthened bridging between the levels.

Guidance and counselling about opportunities in adult education and continuing training for workers and enterprises must also be improved. It is the Government’s aim that the guidance effort shall contribute to strengthening the demand from both employees and enterprises. For the groups which have the greatest barriers to participation, the outreach guidance and counselling effort shall be increased. Better and more informed guidance for young people and adults shall be promoted through, among other things, the following initiatives:

- Increased guidance at all levels – in the basic compulsory school, upper secondary education, higher education and in relation to the adult education and training system.
→ The establishment of a professional bachelor degree in education and vocational guidance.
→ New initiatives to reinforce the guidance effort in adult education and continuing training with particular emphasis on the needs of those with the lowest level of formal education for guidance and advice from enterprises.

**Recognition of prior learning**
It is the Government’s aim to create better opportunities for individuals to have their knowledge, skills and competences assessed and recognised within the adult education and continuing training, regardless of where they were acquired. This is to promote the participation by adults in adult education and continuing training and to improve their opportunities in the labour market. This is to be promoted especially through the following initiatives:

→ Implementation of legislation on increased recognition of prior learning in adult education and continuing training, from general adult education to diploma level, which will enter into force in 2007/2008.
→ Quality assurance of competence assessment and recognition of prior learning by educational institutions, including the introduction of a right of appeal.
→ Development of simple and easily accessible documentation tools which individuals can use to identify, clarify and describe their prior learning obtained during work and leisure activities. The tools shall also be made accessible on the Internet.
→ A nationwide information campaign on new and existing adult education and continuing training specifically targeted at bilinguals and on opportunities for immigrants to have their competences and previous education recognised.

It is the Government’s aim in the slightly longer term to enhance the recognition of prior learning in the mainstream education system as well.
Cohesion and transparency in the education system

Cohesion and transparency in the education system is to be promoted. It is the Government’s aim that there shall be better transition between all levels in the education system and opportunities to transfer credit, and that the education system shall be transparent and accessible to all. This is to be implemented through, the following initiatives in particular:

- Better bridging between basic compulsory school, upper secondary education and higher education. An enhanced guidance effort shall contribute to fulfil this aim.
- Better opportunities for credit transfer in the education system and increased recognition of prior learning in adult education and continuing training. Among other things, a right of appeal shall be introduced for decisions concerning credit and recognition of prior learning.
- Greater transparency and cohesion in the education system shall be promoted through the development of a coherent national qualifications framework which will include the existing framework for higher education. At the same time, a coherent national qualification framework shall help improve comparison and recognition of qualifications between Denmark and other European countries.

Global perspective in education

All young people shall complete an education programme with a global perspective, and many more young people shall spend time studying abroad. This is important because scientists, staff and enterprises increasingly cross national borders and cooperate with other countries. This makes demands on our abilities to succeed globally and on our understanding of other cultures. It is therefore the Government’s aim that education shall provide young Danes with strong academic competences as well as with a global outlook. This shall be promoted through the following initiatives in particular:

- English teaching is to be strengthened in upper secondary education and pupils shall participate in teaching projects with an international outlook.
→ A new system of scholarships for study abroad will be introduced for young people in higher education.
→ Higher education institutions will be obliged to set targets for the internationalisation of education programmes.
→ An improved free place and scholarship scheme will be introduced to attract a greater number of talented foreign students to Denmark.

**Stronger professional educational institutions**

Stronger training institutions are to be developed. It is the Government’s goal to create fewer and stronger institutions with a large academic breadth and high quality. This shall help develop and future-proof education and training, and help strengthen knowledge development and innovation through interaction with research and enterprises etc. This is to be implemented especially through the following initiatives:

→ Voluntary mergers between universities and sector research institutions.
→ All medium cycle higher education programmes will be gathered in six to eight multi-disciplinary regional university colleges.
→ A national accreditation system will be introduced for higher education programmes.
→ A pilot project in 2007 is carried out on regional competence centres in the area of adult vocational education and continuing training.

**Partnerships in education and training and lifelong skills upgrading**

Partnerships in education and lifelong skills upgrading shall be strengthened. It is the Government’s aim that all – national, regional and local players – shall be involved in and accept co-responsibility for ensuring that the strategy is broadly anchored in the Danish society.
The Government and members of the Globalisation Council have entered into a framework agreement on binding partnerships which *may help convert the strategy into concrete action.

The partnerships shall include specific agreements on how business and organisations can and will participate in cooperation projects and initiatives. Partnerships in the area of education and competence development can help strengthen the quality of and demand for education and adult education and continuing training and can help strengthen regional efforts to promote growth and business development.
Lifelong learning in liberal adult education, associations and leisure activities

Denmark has a long and historic tradition of liberal adult education and association life. This has helped develop our democracy and cohesion. It has also helped creating a learning culture, which is based on individuals desiring to learn and the co-responsibility for their own learning and personal development.

The Danish society is undergoing great changes at the moment. It is therefore crucial that everyone can keep up with developments in the society and can take an active part in democracy and the community in order to ensure cohesion in society. New knowledge and skills are being acquired in many different settings which are of importance for the personal development of individuals and their opportunities to participate in the labour market and in the society at large.

Liberal adult education and voluntary work within the framework of associations play an important role in the development of both individuals and society. This includes, among other things, folk high schools and liberal adult educational associations offering adult education in the form of evening school, day high schools and study circles etc., or voluntary work in associations in the form of activities for children and young people.

It is the Government’s aim to increase the value placed on learning which takes place in liberal adult education and association and leisure activities and to create much better interaction between liberal adult education and learning in association activities and leisure activities and learning in the formal education system and in the workplace. It requires a more systematic effort to make visible and document non-formal and informal learning acquired through liberal adult education and voluntary work etc. This promotes participation in lifelong learning as well.
Facts about liberal adult education and association life

- 50,000 participated in a residential folk high school in 2004 with Government grants totalling DKK 432 million. The first folk high schools were established through popular movements more than 150 years ago.
- 675,000 participated in evening school education programmes in 2004 with municipal grants totalling DKK 175 million.
- A third of the population performs voluntary work.
- The number of voluntary organisations is estimated at over 83,000 local associations, 6,200 foundations, almost 8,000 self-governing institutions and around 3,000 national organisations.
- A charter for interaction between the Danish voluntary/association sector and the public sector was drawn up in 2001 by a working group comprising politicians and representatives of the voluntary sector.

Not least on this basis, the Government has taken the initiative to promote the interaction between education, liberal adult education and learning in association activities etc. through:

- A new Act on Folk High Schools in 2006 which makes it possible to elect lessons preparing for examinations or leading to qualifications as part of a high school course.
- The introduction of new legislation on the right to competence assessment and recognition of prior learning in adult education and continuing training based on, among other things, the fact that learning in liberal adult education and association activities should also be allowed to be included in the assessment of relevant competences for the purposes of adult education and continuing training.
- The development of documentation tools in cooperation with liberal adult educational organisations and representatives of associations and voluntary organisations which individuals can use to document competences acquired in liberal adult education and association and leisure life activities.
- The introduction of the strategy *Fra information til viden – 2006* (From information to knowledge – 2006) in the library sector to actively support the learning of citizens.
The Danish society is at present characterised by growth and progress in all areas of the economy. This also applies to the labour market where the level of employment is historic high and where in many places there is a shortage of qualified labour. This means that many people who in the past had problems getting a foothold in the labour market have now found employment. This also applies to the long-term unemployed, people with disabilities, the socially marginalised and social groups which for other reasons have had problems getting started.

Everyone is needed in the labour market. This has created a need for an extraordinary effort to help more people to find work. It is the Government’s aim to make a special effort in relation to the unemployed and people of a different ethnic origin who need to train and upgrade their skills in the labour market.

This is to be implemented through the following initiatives in particular:

- An improved job rotation scheme which also includes a special job rotation benefit for enterprises using the scheme.
- An improvement of the grant scheme for enterprises which enter into vocational education and training contracts with adults.
- A pilot project on screening of the literacy skills of the unemployed. This will be aimed at people with little or no formal education.
- Young unemployed persons between the ages of 18 and 30 who do not already have a qualification are to be given the greatest possible encouragement to take a normal education programme on normal terms and conditions.
→ *Ny chance til alle* (A new chance for everyone) – a special action aimed at passive recipients of cash benefit and starting assistance who have been recipients of benefit for more than one year.

→ Together with the municipal stakeholders and the social partners, the Government has entered into a four-party agreement giving immigrants better opportunities to learn to speak Danish and gain practical skills and qualifications.

→ A basic course in labour market Danish for immigrants is being developed. The course, which is being offered as a three-year trial under the Ministry of Integration, is being organised based on the needs of the labour market and with the view of a possible later participation in, for example, labour market training or general adult education.
The next steps

The implementation of Denmark’s strategy for education and lifelong skills upgrading for all shall help to strengthen lifelong learning in all parts of the education system, in the labour market and in society.

With a broad political agreement on future prosperity and an agreement on the allocation of the DKK 15 billion globalisation funds, the Government has created the framework for extensive initiatives aimed at education and skills upgrading of the labour force etc. This is a long-term strategy to be implemented in the period 2007-2012, which is to improve both the quality and capacity of the education system and the adult education and continuing training.

The Government’s implementation of the strategy includes the following main points:

- Proposals for new legislative initiatives shall be presented to the Folketing in 2006/2007.
- Implementation of new initiatives in 2006/2007 (financed by the globalisation funds).
- Tripartite talks (Government and the social partners) in 2007 on the future financing of adult education and continuing training.
- Political talks with the political parties behind the Welfare Agreement on the principles for the allocation of DKK 1 billion extra for vocational adult education and continuing training.
- Evaluation of new initiatives (the globalisation funds) in 2009 with a view to a political discussion of the effect and continuation of the initiatives and prioritisation of new initiatives for the period 2010-2012.
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